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Chapter 1231: Unlucky Zhuge Qingxuan. 

“All of you, all enter for this seat!” 

Zhuge Qingxuan displayed his despotic power grandly and chased everyone inside the tomb like herding 

ducks. 

Everyone was helpless and could only toughen their scalps despite being aware of the danger and 

entered the tomb. 

Zhuge Qingxuan had a scornful look as he said, “A bunch of ant-like existences also have delusions of 

grandeur about achieving Dao, truly toads lusting after swan meat!” 

“Huhu, there are millions upon millions of ants in the world, who doesn’t wish to achieve Dao and be 

eternal? One can always think about it,” Old Man Han said with a smile. 

Only after seeing everyone disappear in their line of sight one by one did Zhuge Qingxuan and party 

enter inside. 

But, the moment Zhuge Qingxuan entered the enchantment, alarm bells went off! 

In front of him was a blood-red world! 

Countless resentful spirits bared their fangs and brandished their claws, clawing over towards Zhuge 

Qingxuan. 

These resentful spirits were not very powerful, but they heavily outnumbered him. 

These resentful spirits in front of them seemingly stretched to infinity, totally unable to kill finish. 

Zhuge Qingxuan snorted coldly. The Profound Calamity Finger suddenly attacked. 

Boom! 

Thousands of resentful spirits were directly blotted out by this finger. 

However, these thousands of resentful spirits were merely a drop in the ocean. 

This hole was filled by the other resentful spirits very soon. 

“Give me back my life!” 

“I want you to die!” 

“Kill, kill, kill!” 

... 

These resentful spirits seemed to have deep hatred with Zhuge Qingxuan, all screaming as they arrived 

with a howl. 

“Humph! A bunch of reckless things! Mere resentful spirits wish to trap this seat as well?” 
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Zhuge Qingxuan snorted coldly. A terrifying aura surged to the sky. 

“True Martial Brahma!” 

With Zhuge Qingxuan as the center, a pale-blue light screen formed within a radius of a hundred feet. 

The moment these resentful spirits entered this hundred feet radius, they were immediately ground up 

and turned to ashes! 

However, they still rushed over toward Zhuge Qingxuan like moths fluttering towards the fire. 

Inside the spatial crystal array formation, Ye Yuan was slightly surprised and said to himself, “I didn’t 

expect that this guy actually comprehended a Divine Dao Domain too! Looks like these past few days, his 

strength advanced by leaps and bounds! Kanuo is indeed well-deserving of being a former heavenly 

fiendgod, to actually have such means!” 

In front of Zhuge Qingxuan’s eyes turned blurry, his figure appearing in a long passageway. 

Old Man Han seemed to have entered long ago. He shot Zhuge Qingxuan a strange glance and said, 

“Why have you only just come?” 

Zhuge Qingxuan also gave him a glance weirdly and said, “You entered after me, why did you reach first 

instead? Could it be that you didn’t run into those resentful spirits?” 

“Resentful spirits? What resentful spirits? We came straight in and didn’t encounter anything.” Old Man 

Han said in confusion. 

Right at this time, there was another Divine King Realm martial artist who came in. 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s brows furrowed, and he grabbed him and asked, “You came in through the 

enchantment, did you encounter anything?” 

Being pressed by Zhuge Qingxuan, that person’s expression was somewhat ugly, but he still shook his 

head and said, “No, I came straight in and didn’t encounter anything.” 

Zhuge Qingxuan was depressed now and asked a few more who came in first, and discovered that none 

of them ran into resentful spirits. 

Why was it just him who encountered? 

Could it be because he was unlucky? 

Even though those resentful spirits did not pose much threat to him, just him alone encountering it, that 

was rather depressing too. 

Old Man Han noticed something wrong and asked, “What place did you go to earlier?” 

Zhuge Qingxuan said, “I don’t know what place it was either, seemed to be a certain space in the 

enchantment where it raised countless resentful spirits. Even if the average Void Mystic martial artist 

was inside, it would probably be hard to come out as well. If not for this seat having a great 

advancement in strength recently, I probably wouldn’t have come out so fast yet!” 



Old Man Han was also slightly surprised when he heard that and secretly thought that Zhuge Qingxuan 

was truly a bit too unlucky. 

All of them did not encounter it. It was only Zhuge Qingxuan alone that ran into it. 

As for someone deliberately manipulating it, they did not think in this area at all. 

This was an ancient Divine Dao sect, so who could manipulate things to such an extent as they wished? 

After making noise for a long time, Zhuge Qingxuan did not figure anything out either, and he could only 

continue deeper in. 

The corridors crisscrossed here, extending in all directions, just like a maze. 

Although their numbers were many, they were like headless flies, unable to find the direction. 

However, along the way, they did not run into any danger. This made the martial artists who came in 

rather surprised. 

They even thought that this Divine Dao sect’s ruins would definitely have many restrictions and traps, 

but did not expect that nothing actually happened at all. 

Zhuge Qingxuan was naturally very surprised too. He and Old Man Han exchanged a glance and opened 

his mouth, “Could it be that this place is just an empty shell?” 

“This ... isn’t too likely, right?” Old Man Han said, with uncertainty. 

“If it’s not an empty shell, why isn’t there any danger at all?” 

The moment Zhuge Qingxuan’s words came out of his mouth, his face immediately changed. 

“True Martial Brahma!” 

Without the slightest hesitation, Zhuge Qingxuan instantly opened up his Divine Dao domain. 

Countless blood light flashed, swarming over from all directions, enveloping Zhuge Qingxuan’s party 

inside fully. 

“ARGHH!!” 

A series of shrill and miserable screams came over. Apart from Old Man Han and Zhuge Qingxuan, their 

party was one-shotted instantly. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

These blood lights were incomparably scary from beginning to end. Even though the two people’s 

strength stood head and shoulders above all others, they did not dare to slack off in the slightest. 

This restriction power was laid down by a Deity Realm powerhouse one million years ago. The power 

was unimaginable! 

The two people used all of their abilities and finally charged out from inside the restriction. 

Following the two people coming out, that restriction slowly died down. 



The two people exchanged a glance, still having some lingering fear in their hearts. 

“Just now, there was someone who just went past in front and didn’t set off the restriction. Why does 

when it comes to us, it will trigger such a terrifying restriction?” Zhuge Qingxuan said with an ugly look. 

Zhuge Qingxuan hearing those martial artists inside, the objective was in order to be scapegoats. 

But those people were fine, while he was nearly turned to dregs by the restriction. This made him 

incomparably frustrated. 

Old Man Han’s expression was also incomparably ugly. The people that he brought over actually all died. 

Even their divine souls did not escape as well, directly obliterated by the restriction. 

“That’s right! There were quite a few people who walked past just now, and they were all fine! No idea 

why, when it came to us walking past, it triggered the restriction!” Old Man Han said gloomily. 

Zhuge Qingxuan gave him a glance and said suspiciously, “It wouldn’t be your subordinates who were 

blind and triggered the restriction, right?” 

Old Man Han’s expression flickered incessantly and could only heave a sigh finally and said, “I’m afraid 

that’s only this possibility as well.” 

Apart from this explanation, he seriously could only think of other possibilities. 

“Damn it! Bring this kind of good-for-nothings out for what? Apart from causing trouble, they were 

utterly useless!” Zhuge Qingxuan said with a black face. 

He was extremely pent-up with anger right now. Seemed like ever since he entered this tomb, nothing 

went well for him. 

It seemed like this Divine Dao sect’s ruins was specifically targeting him alone. 

Old Man Han was also greatly angered and said unhappily, “Zhuge Qingxuan, don’t you sit on your high 

horse! You don’t think that this Han is scared of you, do you?” 
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Chapter 1232: Internecine Fighting 

Old Man Han was aware of Zhuge Qingxuan’s character, having his eyes at the top of his head; coupled 

with Kanuo’s warnings, he did not argue over things with Zhuge Qingxuan along the way. 

But now, the people that he brought were all dead. How could he still have such a good temper? 

Zhuge Qingxuan snorted coldly and said, “Kanuo sent trash over, what use can you be of? Don’t think 

that with just Kanuo backing you up, this seat won’t dare to kill you!” 

Old Man Han was furious until he was huffing and puffing. He discovered that this guy was simply 

unreasonable! 

“Heh, if not for Lord Kanuo, you’d have long been killed by Ye Yuan that brat, would it still be your turn 

to show off your power here? Pooh!” 
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At this time, quite a number of martial artists were drawn by the sound of the two of their arguing. They 

stopped to watch the show by the side. 

Hearing Old Man Han’s words, everyone turned pale with fright. 

That battle did not spread out. 

Only now did they know that the Heaven Stabilizing Divine King actually nearly died under Ye Yuan’s 

hands! 

Didn’t this mean that the Heaven Surmounting Divine King already surpassed the Heaven Stabilizing 

Divine King? 

“I didn’t hear wrongly, right? The Heaven Surmounting Divine King actually almost killed this guy!” 

“The Heaven Surmounting Divine King’s growth is simply too terrifying! Just how long has it been, his 

strength actually soared again!” 

“If this is true, doesn’t that mean that the Ten Great Divine King’s ranking is going to change again?” 

... 

This news was seriously too shocking. 

The unbeatable existence in their hearts was actually dragged down from the altar, just like that! 

But at this time, virtually everyone was very delighted in their hearts. 

After all, the Heaven Stabilizing Divine King already drove them into a dead end. Furthermore, this guy’s 

personality seriously made people dare not sing praises. 

The Heaven Surmounting Divine King replacing the Heaven Stabilizing Divine King, they did not have 

much sense of a loss. They felt very liberated instead! 

What kind of hearing strength did Zhuge Qingxuan have? Hearing these toned down discussions, his 

anger flared up even more. 

“Since you’re seeking death, then this seat will grant your wish!” 

How could Zhuge Qingxuan still endure it? He erupted immediately, tapping a finger over toward Old 

Man Han. 

Old Man Han was also not someone who was easy to deal with. The two people clashed together. 

This degree of battle, in addition to the fact that it was inside a narrow corridor, how could the others 

still dare to surround and watch? Each and every one of them ran far away. 

Inside the corridor, waves of terrifying undulations transmitted over. But the group of martial artists had 

excited looks. 

“Heh, this Heaven Stabilizing Divine King tyrannically abuses his power. I didn’t expect that they actually 

broke out in internecine fighting! Truly venting one’s anger!” 



“Best if the two of them suffer mutual destruction! This kind of guy is simply not worthy of the name of 

the Ten Great Divine Kings!” 

“Seize this chance, let’s hurry up and run! Carrying on like this, we’d have to die in their hands sooner or 

later!” 

“Yeah, previously, it was our luck that was good. But keep on being cannon fodder for him, it will be 

death eventually.” 

... 

Everyone’s discussion stopped and did not care about the two people currently in a tangled fight. All of 

them were heading over toward the depths. 

However, they discovered that this place seemed to really not have any danger! 

Along the way, so many of them actually did not encounter any bit of danger. 

This kind of feeling made them feel blissful to the extreme. 

For these martial artists to be able to cultivate to their present realm, who knew how many mystic 

realms they had braved before. Which time wasn’t a narrow escape from death before they could have 

today’s accomplishment? 

However, the situation this time, they had never encountered before. 

Moreover, this was the ruins of a Divine Dao sect. Logically speaking, it was impossible for this kind of 

situation to appear. 

However, it just happened. 

It was not that nobody suspected Ye Yuan, but it was just that in their opinion, this was simply 

something impossible. 

This was the ruins of a Divine Dao sect, who were you to trigger when you say trigger, not trigger when 

you said not trigger? 

This was a little too preposterous. 

In contrast, they were more willing to believe that their luck was good, encountering an empty shell. 

The great battle ceasing, Zhuge Qingxuan looked coldly at the Old Man Han covered in wounds all over 

next to him, and he said with a cold snort, “This bit of capabilities also dare to be arrogant in front of this 

seat! Today, on the account of Kanuo’s face, I’ll spare your life. If you offend again, I’ll definitely cut you 

down without mercy!” 

The current Old Man Han looked very miserable, looking like a rotten watermelon from head to toe, 

being beaten by Zhuge Qingxuan into a sieve. 

He looked at Zhuge Qingxuan rather apprehensively, very surprised by his might. 

Old Man Han was naturally aware of Zhuge Qingxuan’s strength. But he was also rather confident in his 

own strength. 



It was just that he did not expect, no idea what kind of means Lord Kanuo used, to actually let Zhuge 

Qingxuan’s strength improve to such a level within such a short time. 

One had to know that Zhuge Qingxuan did not become Lord Kanuo’s fiend slave and also did not 

cultivate the fiend path cultivation methods. 

What he used was still the Holy City’s most orthodox Brahma Heart Sutra! 

“Yes!” Old Man Han voiced out wholeheartedly convinced. 

He did not have Lord Kanuo’s means. With Zhuge Qingxuan’s current strength, he was absolutely 

capable of completely annihilating him. 

But he also became more confident in this trip’s mission. 

With Zhuge Qingxuan’s current strength, it should be sufficient to cut Ye Yuan down. 

After subduing Old Man Han, Zhuge Qingxuan the two of them continued heading towards the depths 

again. 

Except, they were as unlucky as before. 

Along the way, they practically set off all of the restrictions that could be set off. 

It was the ruins of a Divine Dao sect after all. Some restrictions, even if it was Zhuge Qingxuan, it was 

also a narrow shave with death before he could get out. 

As for Old Man Han, if not for the fiend race’s vitality being tenacious, he would had long died many 

times over. 

“Your Excellency, this is definitely not right! Most likely, it’s someone controlling these restrictions, 

waiting for us to go trigger! If I didn’t guess wrongly, it’s definitely Ye Yuan!” Old Man Han said with a 

black face. 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s face was livid. Along the way, his injuries were not light either. 

Hearing Old Man Han mention it, he snorted coldly and said, “Still need you to say? Do you really take 

this seat to be a fool? Damn it! How in the world did this brat do it? That ancient Soul Refining Sect, 

even Lord Zuo Zong was very fearful too. This guy is actually able to control the restrictions here!” 

Only now did Zhuge Qingxuan know that it was truly with one misstep, every step turned wrong. 

In the beginning, letting Ye Yuan in, it was truly lifting a rock to crush his own feet. 

No idea what methods Ye Yuan used either to actually dig such a large pit for them. 

This kind of thing should not happen at all! 

... 

The corners of Ye Yuan’s mouth curled slightly as he muttered to himself, “Looks like they finally realized 

it.” 



“Big Brother, it’s already been so long, could it be that the restrictions here still can’t kill them?” White 

Light said in puzzlement. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze was profound as he said, “Looks like that Zhuge Qingxuan obtained considerable benefits 

from Kanuo there, his strength soaring by leaps and bounds. For ordinary restrictions to want to kill him, 

it’s likely not easy. Even if the current me faces off with him, I might not gain any advantage as well.” 

Ye Yuan’s words made everyone’s faces change. 

To be able to make Ye Yuan say this sort of words, it seemed like Zhuge Qingxuan’s strength really 

improved a lot! 

“Your Excellency, this ... What to do here?” Ye Sheng asked hesitantly. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Huhu, no big deal. The Soul Refining Sect is a Divine Dao sect at any rate. How 

can it be that easy for them to want to come out without a scratch? This young master already prepared 

a big feast for them. I hope that they savor it happily!” 
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 “Mm? This ... Where is this?” 

“This place ... seems to be the Godsfall Mountain Range! We, we actually came back!” 

“Hahaha ... It’s really the Godsfall Mountain Range! We returned! We’re saved!” 

“Damn Heaven Stabilizing Divine King, let him go and see ghosts!” 

“Truly, heaven has eyes! Hahaha ... Let that damn Heaven Stabilizing Divine King die inside that tomb 

then!” 

... 

The group of martial artists randomly walked around inside the tomb, but unknowingly exited the Soul 

Refining Sect space, and returned to the Godsfall Mountain Range. 

After they discovered this fact, each and every one of them was abnormally excited. 

Being chased into the tomb by Zhuge Qingxuan, each and every one of them already lost all hope. 

How could a Divine Dao sect’s tomb be that easy to venture into? 

But they did not even lose a single hair and came out just like that. How could they not be excited? 

After the excitement, their displeasure towards Zhuge Qingxuan also thoroughly erupted out, cursing 

Zhuge Qingxuan to die into one after another. 

“Hey, each and every one of you all, do you really think your fate is so good?” suddenly, a man stepped 

forward and said in a clear voice. 

Very soon, someone recognized who this person was. 
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“It’s you! You’re that guy who impersonated the Heaven Surmounting Divine King and was beaten to a 

pig’s head by us! You ... you’re actually not dead!” someone cried out in surprise. 

This person was precisely Ye Sheng, who already came out from inside the Soul Refining Sect space. 

Everyone all knew that Ye Sheng followed Ye Yuan into the Soul Refining Sect space. Along the way, they 

did not see him either, and they even thought that he had already long died. 

They did not think that he actually exited the Soul Refining Sect space together with everyone bafflingly. 

Hearing this roar, Ye Sheng’s face also instantly fell. 

These guys were really rubbing it in! 

Not far away, Li-er and Lu-er also covered their mouths and laughed, being tickled by this scene. 

They also did not expect that this Ye Sheng suddenly ran out to tell the truth. 

They wanted to stop but was already too late. 

“You say that it’s not that our fate was good, why is that? I’m also curious, entering this tomb, we 

actually didn’t even see a ghost!” the person just now asked curiously. 

Seeing him questioned Ye Sheng, everyone perked their ears up and listened. 

Only then did they know that there was indeed more than met the eye. 

Otherwise, a Divine Dao sect’s ruins, how could there possibly be no danger at all? 

But Ye Sheng had a proud look at this time as if he was the savior. 

“For you guys to be able to come out, it’s all because the Heaven Surmounting Divine King controlled the 

entire Soul Refining Sect space, guiding you all one by one to walk out of the safe region! Otherwise, 

with just your bit of strength, absolutely not a single one can come out!” Ye Sheng said proudly. 

“Heaven Surmounting Divine King?! The Heaven Surmounting Divine King is actually here! That means 

that ... that person who offered to go up the mountain was really the Heaven Surmounting Divine King?” 

exclaimed the person. 

“That is, of course! Otherwise, what do you think? How can an exalted Divine Dao sect’s ruins not had 

any dangers at all?” Ye Sheng said. 

“Controlling a region of space! This ... How is this possible? This is the ruins of a Divine Dao space!” 

“It’s actually the Heaven Surmounting Divine King! The Heaven Surmounting Divine King actually took 

pity on existences like us! He’s the Divine Realm’s true leader!” 

“Heh, Heaven Stabilizing Divine King, Heaven Surmounting Divine King! The two people’s titles both 

carry a ‘Heaven’ character. But this moral character, the disparity is truly too great!” 

... 

Ye Sheng’s words immediately blew up in the crowd. 



At present, the Divine Realm’s strongest two mighty heaven’s chosen, one ordered them about to be 

cannon fodders, but the other saved all of them. 

By contrast, this difference was seriously too great. 

Ye Yuan controlled the entire space and could entirely let them run their own course. 

Letting so many people come out safe and sound, this definitely expended considerable effort. 

If it were them, they probably could not be bothered to do this sort of thing as well. 

After all, saving these people had no benefits to Ye Yuan at all. 

But Ye Yuan still did it. 

In an instant, Ye Yuan’s image in their hearts became incomparably huge. 

This was the demeanor that a man of great talent and virtue had! 

“But ... even you came out, so where’s ... Lord Ye Yuan?” Someone asked carefully. 

The corners of Ye Sheng’s mouth curled slightly, and he said with a smile, “His Excellency is still inside 

the Soul Refining Sect space, preparing a feast for Zhuge Qingxuan that punk! After today, the Heaven 

Stabilizing Divine King ... will probably have his name removed from the books of the Divine Realm, 

hahaha ...” 

Thinking of the satisfaction, Ye Sheng could not resist roaring with laughter. 

He also detested Zhuge Qingxuan’s countenance greatly. Zhuge Qingxuan dying, he was naturally happy. 

The other people’s faces turned fearful when they heard that, but they also felt very thrilled in their 

hearts! 

This kind of person, it’s best if he died! 

... 

Inside the Soul Refining Sect space, Zhuge Qingxuan and Old Man Han proceeded carefully along the 

way. 

“Seems like we haven’t run into restrictions for very long?” Old Man Han said. 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s brows knitted tightly, and he said, “This isn’t some good thing! That boy might be up 

to something!” 

Currently, the two of them were meat on someone else’s chopping board. 

Even if they knew it was Ye Yuan controlling everything, there was nothing they could do either. 

Right now, they could only rely on their own powerful strength and try to break through forcefully. 

“The others are all gone already. Ten-to-one, they were brought away by Ye Yuan! I really can’t figure 

out how in the world did this boy do it? This is the ruins of an ancient Divine Dao sect!” Old Man Han 

said gloomily. 



“How he did it is already not important anymore! What’s important is how do we go out!” 

Zhuge Qingxuan was just speaking when suddenly, it lit up in front of the two people, arriving in a great 

hall. 

Array formations revolved around inside the great hall. An enormous coffin was placed in the center. 

Red light flickered inside the coffin, emitting undulations that made people’s hearts palpitate. 

Suddenly, a phantom flashed and appeared, making Zhuge Qingxuan, the two people’s faces, change. 

“Ye Yuan!” 

Seeing this phantom, the two people gnashed their teeth in hatred. 

It was just that they knew that this was merely a projection. 

“Huhu, how are the two of you! Congratulations to you guys, entering the core of the Soul Refining Sect! 

Inside this great hall, there exists the greatest essence of the Soul Refining Sect.” Ye Yuan said with a 

chuckle. 

The more Ye Yuan talked, the uglier the two people’s faces. 

Zhuge Qingxuan said in a low voice, “Boy, make sure not to let this seat run into you! Otherwise, this 

seat will make you regret being born in this world!” 

But Ye Yuan was indifferently and said coolly, “Huhu, that will also have to wait until you guys have the 

life to go out and talk. This grand banquet, this young master has already prepared for you guys. Enjoy it 

well!” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan’s figure disappeared. 

Boom! 

The two people had yet to react to what was happening when a loud noise came over. The entire space 

started trembling. 

The rubble above the great hall fell down in succession. 

“Not good! This boy wants to destroy this space! Your Excellency, let’s hurry and go!” Old Man Han 

shouted. 

However, Zhuge Qingxuan took no notice of him at all. 

Old Man Han was very puzzled. Following his gaze and looking over, he discovered that a blood-red 

figure floated out above the coffin. 

Old Man Han’s gaze turned intent, feeling like his entire person was about to suffocate. 

This figure was too dangerous ... 
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 “This ... What the hell is this?” 

When Old Man Han saw that ghostly figure, he felt like goosebumps were going to break out all over his 

body. 

Too dangerous! 

“Undying evil ghost! I didn’t expect that there’s actually really this kind of damn thing! Damn this Ye 

Yuan! If you land in this seat’s hands, this seat definitely won’t let you die easily!” Zhuge Qingxuan 

gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Zhuge Qingxuan’s expression was ugly to the max. He did not expect that there was really someone who 

could cultivate to become an undying evil ghost. 

This thing was too horrifying, unable to kill at all! 

Looking at the other party’s aura, even though his strength currently improved greatly, he actually had 

an impulse to turn tail and run too. 

He wished that he could swallow Ye Yuan’s flesh raw right now. Of course, the prerequisite was that he 

could escape from the hands of this existence in front of him! 

“This seat was buried deep here for a million years. Just a little more, and I can achieve an undying evil 

ghost body! You guys, to actually dare make this seat’s efforts fail short of success at the last step! 

Prepare ... to receive this seat’s wrath!” 

Li Gui’s voice seemingly came from the underworld. 

He who had just woken up instinctively thought that it was these two people before his eyes that 

destroyed this space, making his efforts fail at the last stage. 

This former peak Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouse was the grand banquet that Ye Yuan left for Zhuge 

Qingxuan. 

The Soul Refining Sect coming into being, Li Gui’s undying evil ghost body was about to achieve grand 

completion. 

Ye Yuan inherited Absolute Heaven’s mantle. It was naturally impossible to let this sort of thing to 

happen. 

As for Zhuge Qingxuan, he sought refuge with the fiend race. Ye Yuan was naturally happy that he was 

killed. 

Therefore, he immediately directed this dog-eat-dog fine show, but he himself stepped out, leaving 

suavely. 

Old Man Han felt like his divine soul was about to leave his body. He was stared at by Li Gui like being 

stared at by a poisonous snake. 

“You’re mista-” 

Old Man Han had just thought of explaining when Li Gui’s figure already vanished from sight. 



Boom! 

Zhuge Qingxian had a frontal-exchange with Li Gui. The air billow that spread out immediately sent Old 

Man Han flying out. 

Zhuge Qingxuan cracked himself up to be an expert, but this blow also made his entire body almost fall 

apart. 

Space was still collapsing, but Li Gui did not seem to be aware of it at all, rushing over towards Zhuge 

Qingxuan crazily. 

A million years of bitter effort reduced to naught, how could he not be furious? 

The two people started an unparalleled great battle inside this Soul Refining Sect space that was about 

to be destroyed! 

... 

There was a ripple in space. Ye Yuan walked out from within the void. 

“Many thanks for Heaven Surmounting Divine King’s life-saving grace!” 

There were probably thousands of martial artists before his eyes, standing until it covered the hills and 

dales. 

These people chorused in unison, kneeling down toward Ye Yuan. It was as if they had gone through a 

rehearsal before. 

The voice emitted by several thousand martial artists reverberated throughout the entire Godsfall 

Mountain Range, majestic and grand. 

This scene also made Ye Yuan involuntarily freeze. 

He completely did not expect that these people were actually waiting here and knelt down towards him 

collectively. 

Powerhouses capable of cultivating to the Dao Profound Realm, each and every one of them was a 

person arrogant at heart and haughty in manner. 

Making them kneel was even harder than ascending to heaven. 

But these several thousand martial artists before his eyes actually knelt down towards him without prior 

agreement. This made him greatly surprised. 

He could feel that these people were all grateful to him from the bottom of their hearts. 

At this time, Yue Mengli came forward to greet and said with a faint smile, “Ye Sheng that blabbermouth 

told them the matters of the Soul Refining Sect space.” 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he came to a sudden realization and said in a clear voice, “All get up! You 

all don’t have to be like this. Me saving you all is in the hope that you guys put forth a portion more of 

effort for the human race if you all can have some gains in the Godsfall Mountain Range. I hope that you 

don’t be stingy with your strength. When the nest is overturned, how can the eggs be intact? If this 



young master fails on the verge of success ... I hope that there’s someone among you all who can 

support the human race’s foundation! I won’t talk anymore about general principles, you all take care. 

Li-er, let’s go.” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan brought Li-er and the others away on their own without caring about the 

crowd with dumbfounded faces. 

Those martial artists all exchanged glances, all somewhat at a loss. 

In Ye Yuan’s words earlier, they actually carried a trace of melancholy. 

Didn’t he slay a fiendgod? How could those fiends be his match? 

Ye Yuan’s strength was already terrifying to this sort of degree, could it be that there was still someone 

capable of threatening him? 

Also, why did the Heaven Surmounting Divine King wanted to enter the Godsfall Mountain Range? 

A series of questions echoed inside everyone’s head. 

Prior to this, these people’s thoughts were all: if the sky fell down, there would be tall people supporting 

it. 

The Heaven Surmounting Divine King led the Mystic Gate to resist the fiend race, how could there be a 

need for them to worry about this sort of thing? 

Without a doubt, the Heaven Surmounting Divine King’s strength currently already had no way of 

measuring. He might even be more powerful than Zhuge Qingxuan. 

If the fiend race still had a powerhouse that even he could not handle as well, then ... the human race 

was really in a precarious situation already! 

“Could it be that the fiend race’s strongest aren’t the fiendgods? They were former Deity Realm 

powerhouses. Even stronger than them, what kind of existence does that have to be?” 

“No idea what kind of existence, but without a doubt, the human race is not looking well! I feel that the 

Heaven Surmounting Divine King did not burst out without reason just now. Seems like ... he really 

doesn’t have much confidence.” 

“The Heaven Surmounting Divine King truly has the air of someone with great talent and virtue. I’ve 

always thought that one has to live for themselves. But seeing the Heaven Surmounting Divine King, I 

feel that my ripe old age was really utterly wasted on a dog!” 

“Truly ashamed! I’ve decided, if I can get out of this Godsfall Mountain Range alive, I’ll definitely join the 

Mystic Gate and fight to the bitter end with the fiend race!” 

... 

Ye Yuan was aware of these Divine Realm martial artists’ virtues, so he did not talk more nonsense with 

them either. 



But he did not expect that his conduct actually deeply infected these martial artists, making them join 

the great army resisting the fiend race. 

Unknowingly, Ye Yuan’s body already had a leadership disposition similar to Absolute Heaven. 

This kind of temperament was not because his martial strength was powerful. 

This was a disposition that came from the soul. It could imperceptibly infect the people around, making 

many people gather around his side, forming a powerful group from there. 

A group formed like this had even greater combat power than a group formed by coercing with martial 

strength! Even more cohesive!” 

... 

“Young Master, you were so cool just now!” Lu-er said excitedly by the side. 

The scene of several thousand people collectively giving thanks just now was truly too grand. 

Forget about Lu-er, even Ye Sheng they all, these old veterans, never saw before too. 

Even Ye Sheng was very surprised that these people would actually do this sort of thing. 

He did not discuss with those martial artists to deliberately display this kind of line-up. 

All of these were spontaneously done by those people. 

It was precisely because of so that it made Lu-er worship him even more. 

But Ye Yuan knew that the reason why those people would do such a thing was probably not just 

because he saved them. 

They were respecting his efforts for the human race and felt ashamed in their hearts. Plus, he saved 

them. 

Only like this could it make them give thanks in unison. 

In the end, it was just a debt in their hearts. 

Li-er also smiled and said, “Big Brother Yuan, I really didn’t expect that these selfish people would 

actually do such a thing!” 

 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1235: Stoneman 

 

Inside the forest, a beautiful figure and a desolate beast were locked in a fierce battle. 

That was a Hawk Beast. Its movements were extremely nimble, its strength extremely powerful, 

thoroughly suppressing that beautiful figure. 
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Not far away, several figures were currently watching the fight and did not have the intention of making 

a move. 

“Icesoul Lotus!” 

The woman cried out sharply. An enormous ice lotus condensed above the sky, directly freezing that 

Hawk Beast. 

Her move succeeding, the girl’s face revealed a happy expression. 

It was just that very quickly, her expression became ugly. 

Crack! Crack! 

On that ice lotus, a fissure actually cracked open. The rift became larger and larger. 

Finally, with a crack, it was utterly shattered by the Hawk Beast. 

Condensing this ice lotus, the girl expended enormous amounts of essence energy. She did not expect 

that this still could not kill the Hawk Beast. 

At this time, she was already powerless to fight anymore. 

However, her face did not reveal much of a panicked expression. What there was, was just a face full of 

dissatisfaction. 

That Hawk Beast clearly suffered injuries too. It was just that its combat strength still had quite a bit 

remaining. 

Hence, it swept up a terrifying storm, tearing toward the girl. 

At this time, a figure suddenly appeared between the two. A domain opened up, and that storm was 

instantly scattered away. 

Immediately after, a sword slashed out. That Hawk Beast did not even get to escape and was directly 

annihilated. 

Lu-er pursed her lips and said with an unhappy look, “It’s young master making a move to save me 

again!” 

Ye Yuan chuckled with laughter and said, “This Hawk Beast strength is absolutely not beneath peak Void 

Mystic powerhouses. You’re only middle-stage Void Mystic currently and can already fight neck-to-neck 

with him. It’s already very impressive.” 

Ye Yuan was not consoling Lu-er. He was really astonished by Lu-er’s talent. 

Along the way, the four people naturally encountered quite a few dangers while walking. 

But the majority of the time, it was all Lu-er taking action. 

Only when she could not resolve it would Ye Yuan make a move to settle it. 

Coming out from the Soul Refining Sect space, it was also merely a month’s time. Lue-er already broke 

through from initial-stage Void Mystic to middle-stage Void Mystic. 



This comprehension ability was truly rare in this world. 

Right now, the four people already unknowingly entered the void forbidden region. The risk factor also 

increased greatly. 

That Hawk Beast earlier was merely an appetizer. 

“But being together with Young Master, I’m forever a burden!” 

Lu-er had a depressed look. Young Master’s talent was too terrifying. No matter how hard she worked, 

she could not catch up. 

Forget about Young Master, even Li-er and White Light, her gap was huge too. 

So along the way, she worked very hard to improve herself. The goal was just in order to not be a 

burden. 

She did not wish to just be able to hide inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda every time she ran into danger. 

“How can Lu-er be a burden? If with you, there wouldn’t be the present Big Brother Yuan! Your role is 

what others are unable to replace. At times, even I’m somewhat jealous!” Li-er laughed as he came up 

to greet. 

Lu-er’s face turned red, and she said, “Big Sister Li-er, you’re teasing Lu-er again!” 

Ye Yuan looked towards Li-er rather gratefully. He then said to Lu-er with a smile, “Silly lass, what Li-er 

said is right! You’re the one and only, and also irreplaceable. You’re not some kind of a burden.” 

Hearing everyone say so, only then did Lu-er’s displeasure turn to joy. Pulling Li-er’s hand, she said, “Big 

Sister Li-er, you don’t forget why Young Master almost fell into depravity. You really don’t know, I’ve 

never seen Young Master like that for a person before.” 

The two girls chimed in one after another. Ye Yuan immediately felt his head swell and he hurriedly 

changed the topic, “Alright, it’s not early anymore. We still have to continue hurrying on our way. That 

mountain in front seems to be somewhat unusual. Everyone be a little more careful.” 

This was not Ye Yuan deliberately saying, but it really was the case. 

That mountain ahead was incomparably deep, faintly transmitting a very dangerous aura. 

Ye Yuan comprehended Sudden Impulse and was very sensitive towards danger. 

This mountain was probably not easy to cross. 

Entering into the large mountain, this feeling became even more unbelievably intense. 

“Big Brother, it really seems to be not quite right! Along the way, there’s actually not even a bird 

feather!” White Light also perceived something amiss. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said with a solemn face, “Everybody, be a little more careful.” 

Right at this time, Lu-er suddenly cried out in surprise and said, “Young Master, you look! That boulder, 

isn’t it like a person?” 



Everyone followed the direction that Lu-er pointed at and looked over, and discovered that a rock on a 

cliff was indeed like a person sleeping. 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned fearful, and he said, “Ignore it, let’s continue hurrying on our way!” 

That stone statue gave him a very dangerous feeling. Ye Yuan was naturally unwilling to provoke. 

If they were able to leave safe and sound, it was naturally the best. 

However, things did not always turn out as one wished. When they walked by the vicinity of the stone 

statue, suddenly, the entire huge mountain started quaking, as if it was an earthquake. 

Ye Yuan felt all the hairs on his body stand of its end. That stone statue actually slowly opened its eyes! 

“Quickly go!” Ye Yuan cried out fiercely, protecting the other three people so that they could withdraw 

first. 

Rumble ... 

Debris flew everywhere. That stone statue actually walked out of the rock and turned into a stone giant! 

This giant was over a hundred feet tall, its entire body made up of rocks. 

“Bold humans, to dare infringe upon my clan’s territory! Courting death!” 

The stoneman gave no chance to explain. A fist brandishing, it smashed toward Ye Yuan them all. 

Seeing this punch, Ye Yuan’s gaze turned sharp. 

This stoneman’s fist actually carried the power of Divine Dao laws! 

If this punch landed on the other three people’s bodies, they would be severely injured if not dead. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell, divine rank Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm releasing brazenly! 

Boom! 

An enormous boom came over. With Ye Yuan’s might, he was actually pushed back several hundred feet 

as well. 

However, that stoneman was even more miserable. 

Under Ye Yuan’s palm, his figure fell back uncontrollably, sitting onto the ground with a plop, shaking 

the entire mountain until it trembled. 

“Haha, Young Master is mighty!” 

“Big Brother is formidable! This stoneman is so powerful and yet is actually not your match!” 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s display of invincible might, Lu-er and White Light both cheered loudly. 

However, Ye Yuan’s expression did not have any hint of delight with himself. 

He knew the might of his palm earlier. But that stoneman was actually completely unharmed! 



This guy’s defense was simply freakish to the max. 

“This human is so strong, everybody come on out!” 

That stoneman did not launch an attack straight away but called out loudly. 

Rumble ... 

The mountain body started trembling once more. Another stoneman walked out of the rock. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan’s expression changed greatly. 

This stoneman’s concept comprehension might not be as high as his, but the defense was freakishly 

powerful. 

One was still fine, several coming out at once, even he was not a match either. 

“Go!” 

Ye Yuan dragged Lu-er, his figure moved, displaying merging into heaven and earth straight away, and 

instantly arrived ten thousand feet away. 

Li-er and White Light’s face also changed drastically, following Ye Yuan closely and retreating. 

“Forget about leaving, humans!” 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Each step that the stonemen took, it quaked the ground until the earth trembled. 

Ye Yuan turned his head and looked, his expression could not help turning incomparably ugly. There 

were actually no less than 10 stonemen chasing after. 

Those stonemen looked incredibly clumsy. But their speed was incomparably strange and actually not 

much slower than them! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1236: Accidentally Entering the Peach Blossom Forest 

 “Flying rock!” 

The stoneman in the lead position suddenly shouted. The group of stonemen all stopped. 

But saw them seemingly perform conjuring tricks, plucking off a piece of stone from their bodies, lifting 

their hands, and throwing it over towards Ye Yuan and the rest. 

A terrifying undulation came over from behind. Ye Yuan could only stop his footsteps and answer the 

challenge. 

Over a dozen rocks arrived with a howl, akin to arrows whistling through the air. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell, the Evil Extermination Sword suddenly striking. 

“Fury Sword Fire Lotus!” 
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Clank! Clank! Clank! 

A series of metal clashing sounds came over. The Evil Extermination Sword crossed swords with those 

rock chunks, scraping out fierce sparks. 

Ye Yuan’s figure received a tremendous impact and glided back several thousand feet before barely 

managing to stabilize his figure. 

Even if his fleshy body was powerful, the webbing between his thumb and index finger was also shocked 

until it went numb. 

Except, with this delay, the four people already had their retreat paths utterly blocked off by the ten 

stonemen. 

“Lu-er, enter the Vast Heaven Pagoda,” Ye Yuan said. 

Although unwilling, Lu-er also knew that this battle was already not what she could take part in. 

Putting Lu-er away inside the Vast Heaven Pagoda, Ye Yuan said to Li-er and White Light, “You guys, two 

each. Leave the rest to me! Don’t cling to the battle, once there’s a chance, immediately run!” 

“Ignorant human, do you think that you guys still have the chance to escape?” said a stoneman. 

Ye Yuan’s face turned dark, and he said to the stonemen, “We were just passing through your honorable 

land and had no intentions of offending. Why does your esteemed self pursue so relentlessly?” 

The stoneman gave a cold snort and said, “Humans, there’s not a good one! Enough crap, offer up your 

life!” 

These stonemen seemed to have an immense grudge toward humans. Without listening to any 

explanations at all, they made a move straight away. 

Those stonemen punched out like the wind. Each and every move actually carried the power of Divine 

Dao laws. 

Ye Yuan even suspected whether or not these guys were genuine Deity Realm powerhouses in the 

Divine Dao Era! 

However, these ten stonemen’s strength, it was clear that one in the front whose strength was the 

greatest. 

The others, their strengths were a notch inferior to him. 

If every one of them were so powerful, it would probably be hard for Li-er and White Light to have 

chances of winning. 

But even if there were just two, it was also very taxing for the two people to cope with it. 

What was damnable was that these guys’ defenses were seriously too perverse. Even receiving one of 

Ye Yuan’s Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, it was also merely being knocked over onto the 

ground. 

Those guys prepared for a bit and plunged into the battle again like they were completely fine. 



Golden light flickered on Ye Yuan’s body. Relying on the power of the fleshy body and getting into a 

fierce battle with six stonemen, there was actually no distinction of superiority or inferiority for some 

time. 

Although those stonemen were strong, they were unable to break through the limits of Divine Dao too. 

Ye Yuan was already increasingly closer to grand completion at present. In the entire Divine Realm, it 

could be said that his strength was second only to Fang Tian. 

But at the rate of this declining trend, he was fine, but Li-er and White Light were bound to find it hard 

to sustain for long. 

“No way, got to think of a way to leave. At this time, we’ll be pummeled by them into meat paste sooner 

or later.” 

Ye Yuan thought in his heart and suddenly arrived beside Li-er with greater teleportation. 

“Li-er, wait for me ahead!” 

While talking, Ye Yuan’s both palms struck out. Two Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palms gushed 

out, directly striking two stonemen flying out. 

Li-er and Ye Yuan already did not need much communication long ago, understanding without many 

words, and leaped out with a bound. 

“White Light!” 

Ye Yuan shouted loudly. White Light similarly understood tacitly. 

It was only to see him suddenly roared out. A punch suddenly rumbled out. 

“Fierce Tiger Heavenly Tyrant Fist!” 

A terrifying white tiger phantom appeared, forcefully repelling the two stonemen back over a dozen 

steps. 

Borrowing the recoil strength, White Light’s figure sped away hastily, chasing after Li-er’s footsteps and 

leaving the battlefield. 

All of this happened in the time it took for a spark to fly off a piece of flint. Those stonemen had yet to 

catch up, but they already heard a dragon roar surged to the sky! 

“Voice of the Dragon God!” 

Ye Yuan used his ace in the hole. Within this area, it attacked indiscriminately! 

The figures of the ten stonemen immediately stiffened there quiveringly! 

These stonemen simply had no weaknesses to exploit. Regardless whether was it essence energy martial 

techniques or body-refinement martial techniques, it virtually had no effect on them. 

Only this Voice of the Dragon God that crushed everything had an effect on them! 

Bang … Boom … Boom … 



Those stonemen’s bodies were completely piled up using rocks. But at this time, those rocks were 

actually falling apart! 

Boom! 

Finally, a stoneman could not withstand the Voice of the Dragon God’s power, his entire body collapsed 

with a loud bang, disintegrating directly! 

Rumble! Rumble! 

One stonemen after another was dismantled by the Voice of the Dragon God just like that. Even that 

strongest one was no exception either. 

One breath, two breaths! 

Ten stonemen were all shocked by the Voice of the Dragon into piles of rock debris. 

Huff huff … 

Ye Yuan panted heavily for air; the feeling of his entire body aching immediately hit. 

Unless there was no other option, he was really unwilling to deploy this martial technique. 

Powerful was powerful, it was just that the sequela of using it was also rather agonizing. 

At this time, he only wished to find a place and have a good sleep. 

He took a look at those shattered rock pieces and was just about to leave, but all of a sudden, his face 

changed. 

Those shattered rubble pieces actually started moving on its own! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Under Ye Yuan’s dumbfounded gaze, those rocks actually pieced together once more! 

Could these guys be of undying bodies? 

His Voice of the Dragon God was even able to shock Yue Ji to death, but it actually could not shock these 

stonemen to death! 

“@#¥¥%% …” 

Ye Yuan could not refrain from swearing. Dragging his exhausted body, he hurried away from here. 

When these guys finished piecing together, he would not even be able to run. 

Ahead, Li-er and White Light were currently waiting for Ye Yuan. Seeing Ye Yuan’s appearance, they 

hurriedly went forward to support him. 

“How is it, Big Brother? Even the Void of the Dragon God was used. Those clunks should all be shattered 

already, right?” White Light said with a smile. 

Speechlessly, Ye Yuan said, “Quickly leave! Still don’t go, it will be too late!” 



Ye Yuan’s words made the two people’s faces change drastically. 

With the way Ye Yuan was currently, how could they still be those ten stonemen’s match? 

At once, without the slightest hesitation, they brought Ye Yuan and fled speedily. 

“Big Brother, this … What in the world is going on?” White Light said in bewilderment. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was very ugly, recounting the events that just transpired. The two people were 

both speechless. 

Those stonemen were a bit too freakish, right? 

“Big Brother, there’s a peach blossom forest ahead!” White Light suddenly said. 

“Go in!” Ye Yuan did not hesitate in the slightest, directly instructing White Light to enter the peach 

blossom forest. 

However, the miraculous thing was that the stonemen pursued relentlessly, but after they saw that they 

entered this forest, they actually did not chase inside anymore!” 

“Lord Stonebrave, this human is so strong! That roar could actually dismantle us!” A stoneman said to 

the leader. 

Stonebrave said, “This human is rather extraordinary! That roar earlier seems like the Voice of the 

Dragon God of the legends! Strange, he’s clearly a human, why would he know the dragon race’s 

paramount martial technique? Forget it, since they entered this peach blossom forest, they definitely 

can’t come out anymore. Don’t need to care about them anymore, let’s go back. Recently, the 

abnormalities in the Godsfall Mountain Range are quite a few. Most likely, Patriarch is also going to 

wake up.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1237: Trap 

“Big Brother, it seems like those stonemen didn’t chase over. We’re saved,” White Light said with a 

lingering fear in his heart. 

But Ye Yuan’s expression was not too good. 

“Most likely, we’ve just escaped the tiger’s maws, but entered the wolves den again!” Ye Yuan said with 

a bitter smile. 

White Light froze, somewhat puzzled. 

Wasn’t this just a peach blossom forest in front of them? 

Seeing his puzzled look, Ye Yuan said, “We’ve already entered another space. This peach blossom forest 

secretly encompasses the Dao of Array Formations. Furthermore, it’s incomparably profound. Even for 

me, it’s hard to resolve it too!” 

White Light shock was by no means insignificant. Only then did he carefully size up this peach blossom 

forest. 
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It was just a pity that he was completely clueless about array formations and could not perceive 

anything at all. 

“Don’t scare me, Big Brother!” White Light said speechlessly. 

Ye Yuan said powerlessly, “Scare you for what? With the peach trees as the formation base, laying down 

such a large formation, the person who set the formation was truly remarkable! If I didn’t guess 

wrongly, this array formation was probably left behind by a Deity Realm powerhouse!” 

White Light said in surprise, “No way, right? It’s just some ordinary peach trees, who cares what large 

formation. Just directly burn it, and wouldn’t it be done?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Can’t be burned! A moment of carelessness, and it will manipulate 

the fire and immolate yourself!” 

White Light expression turned fearful and finally knew the seriousness of the matter. 

He knew that Ye Yuan would not ramble nonsense. Even with Ye Yuan’s Formations Dao, he could not 

break this array formation. It could be imagined how terrifying this array formation was. 

“Then what should we do now, Big Brother?” 

“Wait for me to recover strength first!” Ye Yuan said. 

Two days later, Ye Yuan’s sequela faded away completely. Only then did he size this peach blossom 

forest up meticulously. The more he looked, the more alarmed he got. 

Before their eyes, there were three paths that could be taken. 

Ye Yuan looked for a long time but kept not daring to move. 

This peach blossom forest looked tranquil, but Ye Yuan knew that if he took one wrong step, it would 

arouse a fearsome killing trap. 

White Light looked at Ye Yuan nervously by the side and also did not dare speak up to interrupt. 

He discovered that on Ye Yuan’s forehead, fine sweat beads actually faintly surfaced! 

It could be seen that Ye Yuan’s deduction was not that smooth. 

This stop was 24 hours, an entire day’s time! 

If it were before, White Light would not dare believe it at all that Ye Yuan had to spend such a long time 

to move one step inside the array formation. 

It seemed like this array formation was truly extraordinary. 

“Huuuu ...” 

Following Ye Yuan spitting out a long breath of air, White Light’s nerves also eased up. 

While Li-er lightly wiped away the sweat beads on Ye Yuan’s forehead, her eyes were full of sympathy. 



Previously, Ye Yuan gave his full attention to study the array formation. She did not dare to go and 

interrupt either. 

“How is it, Big Brother? Which path should we take?” White Light asked. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was somewhat weary, but he still forcefully roused his spirits and said, “This one 

on the right, it should be safe.” 

White Light did not notice, but Li-er looked at Ye Yuan with mild surprise. 

He actually used ‘should’ this term, and not definitely! 

Ye Yuan examined things for a full day’s time, and what he gave was actually just an ambiguous answer. 

This array formation really incredible! 

“I’ll go first!” Li-er spoke up without the slightest hesitation. 

Finished talking, she opened up her footsteps, wanting to step on this right path. 

Ye Yuan heaved a sigh, knowing that Li-er’s thoughts were meticulous and saw through the flaws in his 

words. This was going to test the formation with her body. 

Looking as Li-er was about to step onto that path, a flash of inspiration suddenly flashed in Ye Yuan’s 

mind! 

“Hold on!” Ye Yuan shouted loudly. 

Li-er’s foot was already halfway stepped out already. Once it landed, she would have thoroughly 

stepped onto that path. 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s yell, she involuntarily withdrew her footstep. 

“What is it, Big Brother Yuan?” Li-er said puzzledly. 

In an instant, Ye Yuan’s body was already drenched in sweat. That foot landing, Li-er’s life would be 

gone! 

“Sorry, Li-er, almost harmed you. That road is similarly a dead end! This array formation has killing intent 

hidden everywhere. I had a flash of inspiration just now and suddenly discovered that this path is 

actually a flaw that the array formation deliberately revealed!” 

Ye Yuan had a look of lingering fear in his heart. The seemingly magnificent and gorgeous peach blossom 

forest actually surged with undercurrents. 

One misstep, and it would mean perishing and Dao dissipating. 

And just earlier, Ye Yuan discovered that the result he deduced for an entire day, was actually a flaw 

deliberately made by the grand array! 

If Li-er’s step was taken, they would forever be separated by life and death! 



But Li-er smiled without a care and said, “Big Brother Yuan is pitting skills with a Deity Realm Formations 

Dao powerhouse here. Not being sure is also normal, why is there a need to apologize to me? Moreover, 

aren’t I perfectly fine? At least this first round, it’s Big Brother Yuan who won!” 

Ye Yuan secretly sighed. Li-er was always so composed and magnanimous and did not even bat an eyelid 

when braving fire and flood for him. 

Having such a wife, what else did a husband need? 

He already had a decision in his mind, if he could pacify the fiend calamity, he would definitely give Li-er 

a glorious wedding! 

White Light also secretly lamented at the narrow shave and asked, “Big Brother, this path isn’t right, 

then which path should we take?” 

“None of the paths are correct!” Ye Yuan said solemnly. 

White Light and Li-er were both stunned, somewhat uncertain what it meant. 

Ye Yuan extended his finger and pointed in a direction, saying, “Go from here.” 

The two people were stunned again because the direction that Ye Yuan pointed had no path at all! 

“Big Brother, this ...” White Light said at a loss. 

Ye Yuan did not explain, immediately moving forward. 

Right at this time, a scene that made White Light and Li-er astonished happened. 

Ye Yuan’s figure disappeared right in front of them just like this! 

The two people exchanged a glance and also caught up with Ye Yuan’s footsteps, walking over in that 

direction. 

The two people only felt a blur before their eyes. Indeed, they passed through from inside a space. 

But what made them astounded was that the scene before their eyes was exactly the same as what they 

saw previously. 

This made them have an illusion as if they returned to where they were again! 

“Big Brother Yuan, what’s going on here? Could it be that these peach blossoms are all illusions?” Li-er 

asked with a surprised look. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “When the real is treated as an illusion, the illusion is even more real than the 

truth. When what doesn’t exist is treated as something that exists, that fabricated truth is even more 

real than the truth that exists! It’s just that the level of the person who laid down the formation is too 

high, with peach blossoms as the medium, dividing this space into countless fragments. What we need 

to do is to walk out through the only one survival path from among these countless fragments! Uh ... 

just like walking through a maze.” 



The two people were shocked when they heard it. To be able to use ordinary peach blossoms and lay 

down such an exquisite grand array, the means of the person who set the formation was truly 

inconceivable. 

The means of Deity Realm powerhouses were totally not what they were able to surmise. 

Receiving the stimulation of Li-er’s scene earlier, Ye Yuan swept away the decadence from before. That 

powerful self-confidence returned to him once again! 

Ye Yuan could sense that the person who set the formation was absolutely someone with extraordinary 

Formations Dao strength. 

He deduced step by step, but still almost fell into that Deity Realm powerhouse’s trap in the end. 

Facing this grand array, he felt like he was crossing swords with that array deity powerhouse. 

Receiving Li-er’s stimulus, Ye Yuan was currently surging with fighting-intent, and was bent on breaking 

this array formation! 

So what if deity realm powerhouse? 

Today, I, Ye Yuan, am going to extinguish the domineering influence of a Deity Realm powerhouse! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1238: You Guys Move Aside, Let Me! 

“Big Brother, where should we go this time?” 

Seeing Ye Yuan come out of comprehending the array formation, White Light could not resist going up 

to ask. 

While at this time, three days had already passed since they entered this second space! 

This second step, Ye Yuan actually used three times the time of the first step. 

Actually, the way White Light and Yue Mengli saw it, the scenery before their eyes was exactly the same 

as the first step. There was no difference at all. 

But it was precisely because so that the difficulty of studying the array formation was even greater. 

“Center!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan walked in from that path in the middle without the least bit of hesitation. 

White Light and Yue Mengli did not dare to dawdle, following closely behind. 

For the third step space, Ye Yuan used six days’ time before comprehending fully. 

But fourth step space, Ye Yuan used a full half a month’s time! 

White Light did not dare to interrupt Ye Yuan’s comprehension and could not resist grumbling to Li-er 

softly, “My God! At the rate of this speed, when we get out, the fiend race would probably have long 

unified the Divine Realm already!” 
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Actually, Li-er was also weighed down with worry. It was just that she did not express it out like White 

Light. 

A month’s time had already gone by now, they had not even walked out of the fourth step space. 

This kind of speed was not much faster than a tortoise crawling either. 

At this rate, it was really as White Light said, even if they went out, it would also be too late already. 

But she also knew that the Formations Dao profundities that this divine rank grand array contained was 

too complicated and disorderly. Wanting to thoroughly comprehend was not so easily achieved. 

One could tell from the first step space, who knew how many traps were hidden inside this grand array. 

Ye Yuan needed to identify carefully before he could ensure the safety of the next step. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan, who was currently meditating with his eyes closed, opened both eyes and walked 

over towards a cluster of peach blossoms. 

Fifth step space, Yue Mengli duo thought that Ye Yuan needed to spend even more time to ascertain the 

next step’s action. 

However, they did not expect that Ye Yuan only used two hours and took action. 

“Big Brother Yuan, what’s happening here? Could it be that … you’ve already cracked the array 

formation?” Yue Mengli said in astonishment. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “How can cracking the array formation be easy? But wanting to pass through 

this peach blossom forest shouldn’t pose a problem anymore!” 

This one month plus of comprehension could be said to be advancing by leaps and bounds for Ye Yuan’s 

Formations Dao attainments. 

Divine Dao array formations were hard to understand. If somebody else was here, they probably could 

not even accomplish learning the rudiments. 

But Ye Yuan’s Formations Dao level had long already reached the threshold of Divine Dao. 

Lu Linfeng’s Formations Path Nine Scripts’ ninth level was a true Divine Dao array formation! 

That was why Ye Yuan and Lu Linfeng’s Formations Dao great battle that day, when Lu Linfeng was 

prepared to use the ninth level, Ye Yuan took the initiative to admit defeat. 

This time, Li-er was almost killed by the grand array. But it thoroughly stimulated Ye Yuan, maximizing 

his potential to the greatest limits. 

This one month’s time, Ye Yuan devoted his entirety to comprehending and finally took that last step, 

comprehending Divine Dao array formation laws. 

Although extremely shallow, it opened up a brand new world to Ye Yuan. 

This way, the speed of Ye Yuan cracking this peach blossom array formation was countless times faster 

than before. 



Ten days later, the three people only felt a blur before their eyes. The scenery before their eyes finally 

changed for the first time. 

This one month plus time, it was peach blossoms as far as their eyes could see. 

No matter how beautiful the scenery, aesthetic fatigue appeared too. 

Moreover, even though the peach blossoms were beautiful, it concealed killing intent. 

Especially White Light, he was almost about to puke from looking at the peach blossoms. 

“This damn peach blossom forest, this little lord, I, am never entering inside again! In the future, as long 

as I see a peach blossom forest, this little lord will definitely burn it!” White Light said with a gloomy 

look. 

This one month plus time, he was really almost going insane. 

Because the scenery of every space was all completely identical. 

No matter which space he walked to, it was all those three paths in front of him. 

This guy who laid down the formation was simply a pervert. 

“Eh, what’s this place? It’s so beautiful, simply like a paradise!” Yue Mengli suddenly said in surprise. 

Puhwark! 

White Light finally could not resist and vomited large mouthfuls. 

Ye Yuan and Li-er exchanged a glance, and both could not resist laughing out loud. 

Logically speaking, it was absolutely impossible for White Light this kind of powerhouse to vomit. But 

the psychological impact this one month plus had on him was seriously too great. 

White Light rolled his eyes and said unhappily, “You guys are still laughing! I’m warning you, you’re 

absolutely not allowed to say ‘peach blossom,’ these two words, in front of me in the future … Bleurgh!” 

After a bout of joking around, the three people finally sized up this area in front of them. 

This place was indeed like a paradise; green hills and clear waters, beautiful scenery. 

Most importantly, this place was full of essence energy. It was not inferior to the Divine Realm’s super 

holy lands. 

“Big Brother Yuan, this place doesn’t look like the Godsfall Mountain Range! Could it be that we 

returned to the Divine Realm?” Li-er said curiously. 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Doesn’t look like it! I feel that this place is another independent 

space, just like the Soul Refining Sect space; independent outside of the Divine Realm.” 

“Is it possible that this place is also a certain Divine Dao sect’s ruins? Looking at this appearance, it’s not 

that kind of heretic path sect. It shouldn’t be dangerous, right?” White Light finally stopped puking and 

came up to interject. 



“That’s not necessarily. The more beautiful the place, the more dangerous it may be. This one month 

plus, haven’t you experienced it as well?” Ye Yuan said. 

White Light’s expression changed, the optimism from before swept clean immediately. 

Yeah, inside this Godsfall Mountain Range, would there be a not-dangerous place? 

“Big Brother, how about we go back?” White Light said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “If we could go back, why would I spend one month plus to barge through the 

formation? This array formation is one-directional. Being able to walk out is already a miracle. Want to 

turn back, not unless the person who laid down the formation personally lead the way.” 

“This … What to do here?” White Light said depressedly. 

“Since we came, might as well stay and make the best of it. Why not go in and take a look. Maybe there 

are some unexpected harvests,” Ye Yuan said. 

The party moved carefully between the mountains and rivers, but they did not encounter any dangers. 

This made the three people’s hearts relaxed slightly. 

Moving past a mountain, what surprised them was that there were actually several figures that intruded 

into their sights. 

“Big Brother, there are people! Seems to be … demon race! Odd, why would there be demons here?” 

White Light said wonderingly. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he was similarly incomparably bewildered. 

Far away, several demons were currently sparring with each other, fighting in full swing. 

This independent space actually still had the demon race that existed! 

Those few people clearly also discovered Ye Yuan and co. on top of the mountain, their figures moving, 

speeding over here. 

Ye Yuan and the rest were just thinking of going up to say hello, but they did not expect that those few 

demons’ faces changed. They said fiercely, “It’s humans! How can humans appear?! Kill!” 

Those few people gave them no chance to explain and actually directly chose to attack. 

White Light and Li-er were just about to make a move but was stopped by Ye Yuan. 

“Let them hit. Not being aware of this place’s depths, better not to make a move. You guys move aside. 

Let me deal with this,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1239: Divine Beast Realm 

“What kind of a freak is this guy?” 

“E-Exhausting me to death!” 

“Can’t, I can’t anymore! I … I can’t muster up a trace of essence energy anymore!” 
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These few people wailed their lungs out. They unleashed all of their abilities but was still unable to 

shake Ye Yuan in the slightest. 

The looks that they currently looked at Ye Yuan with at this time were full of fear and shock. 

This person was too strong! 

He stood there unmoved and did not even attack, and they were already tired out. 

This way of fighting was simply too despairing. 

Ye Yuan approached with a smile, looking at them. 

Those few demons almost jumped up like they had their tails stepped on. 

“Y-Y-You … What are you doing? I’m warning you, our young patriarch is very formidable! When he 

comes over, you’re dead for sure!” 

Ye Yuan was smiling, but in their eyes, it was like a weasel greeting the chicken happy new year. 

“Your young patriarch? You have the dragon race, tiger race, phoenix race, among you all. I’m very 

curious about what kind of existence your young patriarch is.” 

Ye Yuan had long seen through that these few demons were actually almost pooling together the Four 

Symbols Family Clans. 

Could it be that inside this space, there was still another Four Symbols Family Clans? 

These people’s strength were not strong, just initial-stage Tier 9. 

But their age was not considered old either. In the demon race, they could absolutely count as geniuses. 

But their overall strength was more than a magnitude stronger than the demon race outside. 

“I-If you have the guts, let us go. When our young patriarch comes, you’ll definitely get it!” said one of 

them. 

Ye Yuan laughed when he heard that and said, “Okay, I’ll let you guys go and wait right here for your 

young patriarch to come.” 

Those few people were akin to being granted amnesty when they heard and fled helter-skelter. 

“Big Brother, this place is so strange!” White Light said. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “This place seems to be … rather interesting.” 

Before long, those few demons who fled previously returned again. 

But this time, there were a lot more that came together with them. 

A group of people surrounded a young man. That young man had a haughty look, but his strength was 

not weak; already peak Tier 9. 

But this bit of strength, Ye Yuan naturally did not place it in his sights. 



“You’re the human who barged into the Divine Beast Realm and even injured my clan members? Now, 

are you prepared for a reckoning?” 

That young man thought nothing of Ye Yuan at all. With his strength, dealing with a human initial-stage 

divine king, wasn’t it capturing with ease? 

Ye Yuan did not reply the other party’s question, but he said with great interest, “So, this place is called 

the Divine Beast Realm. No wonder there are so many Four Symbols Family Clans’ demons. It’s just, I 

wonder what relationship is there between you guys and the Divine Realm’s Four Symbols Family 

Clans?” 

“Insolence! Young Patriarch is asking you a question, what’s with your attitude?” someone immediately 

berated by the side. 

Young Patriarch’s face also darkened. 

He was arrogant, but that one opposite was even more arrogant than him! 

He discovered that Ye Yuan did not take him, this young patriarch, seriously at all. 

While at this time, there was someone in the crowd with shifty eyes swiveling around, currently sizing Ye 

Yuan up carefully. 

“I-I-It’s … It’s you! Y-Y-You … Why are you here?!” exclaimed that person suddenly. 

The young patriarch frowned, with his face revealing displeasure as he said solemnly, “You know him?” 

At this time, everyone all revealed curious looks. 

That clan member was called Long Zhen. Among them, he was not considered very outstanding. 

Back then, going out to have a trial, he was even pummeled black and blue and came back. This matter 

was the Divine Beast Realm’s laughing stock for a very long time. 

It was just that time passed, his talent also gradually exhibited, and he also hugged Young Patriarch’s 

thigh, that was why everyone did not dare to make fun of him. 

Long Zhen seemed to be somewhat afraid of Ye Yuan and said with an ugly expression, “He … He’s that 

punk who impersonated the dragon lord back then in the Endless World!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone was stunned, and immediately burst out laughing. 

“Hahaha … Long Zhen, you wouldn’t have eaten the wrong medicine, right? You’re saying that this is the 

person who bashed you into a pig’s head back then? How can a Lower Realms’ aboriginal possibly show 

up in the Divine Beast Realm?” 

“Long Zhen, looks like a considerable psychological shadow was left on you back then! Now, when you 

see a human, you take him to be that person.” 

“Yeah, just how many years had passed, how can a human possibly cultivate to initial-stage Divine 

King?” 

… 



Those clan members all made fun of Long Zhen. They totally did not believe that Ye Yuan was that guy 

who pummeled him into a pig’s head back then. 

However, the astonishment in Ye Yuan’s heart was not the slightest bit lesser than Long Zhen’s. 

Just now, when Long Zhen cried out, he felt that he looked familiar. 

Later, hearing their conversation, he was even more shocked. 

The one who was similarly unbelievably shocked was also White Light. 

He also knew about the matter of Ye Yuan thrashing the dragon lord back then. He did not expect that 

they actually met here! 

The two people exchanged a glance, both revealing a look of incredulity. 

Could it be that this place was actually … behind that Dark Forest? 

This was also a little too miraculous, right? 

“You guys … Why don’t you guys believe me? He … He’s really that punk!” Long Zhen could not help 

saying vexedly and angrily. 

Young Patriarch gave a cold snort and said coolly, “No matter who he is, for a human showing up here, 

there’s only one outcome. That is death!” 

Done talking, Young Patriarch lifted his hand, and it was a palm move. The sound of a dragon roar came 

howling out. 

“Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm!” 

Seeing this move, Ye Yuan smiled, even White Light smiled. 

Even Li-er who was quiet also smiled. 

Showing off in the presence of an expert was talking about this, right? 

Ye Yuan unleashed a palm casually, similarly the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm! 

One palm unleashing, the clan members on the Divine Beast Realm’s side all visibly changed 

countenance. 

How could this human know the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm? 

However, they already could not afford to over-think anymore. 

Two azure dragons met on a narrow path, looking like the commotion would rend the air. 

But sadly, the young patriarch’s azure dragon was immediately crushed. 

Dealing with the young patriarch, Ye Yuan did not even need to utilize the divine rank dragon wave. 

He possessed a Nine Transformations Golden Body. Casually displaying a martial technique, the power 

was also not what the average person could withstand. 



Clearly, the young patriarch did not have this qualification yet. 

Boom! 

Young Patriarch was directly sent flying out. 

“You … How do you know the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm?” 

Ye Yuan did not deal a killing blow. That young patriarch just suffered some light injuries. But the 

astonishment in his heart could not be put into words. 

“Just the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, is it very rare?” Ye Yuan said nonchalantly. 

Everyone was speechless. 

Was it not rare? 

In this Divine Beast Realm, those able to cultivate the Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm, this kind 

of divine technique, could be counted on one hand. 

The young patriarch was one of them. 

This kind of Divine Dao martial technique was not what ordinary people could cultivate. 

But Ye Yuan’s attainments on this path was clearly more than a grade higher than Young Patriarch. 

They thought that Ye Yuan was posturing. Actually, Ye Yuan was just stating a fact. 

Voice of the Dragon God, this martial technique, was god knows how many times stronger than the 

Coiling Dragon Heaven Devastating Palm. 

Furthermore, the dragon race Divine Dao martial techniques that Ye Yuan grasped were far from just 

these. 

“Now, can you answer this young master’s question? Actually, I just want to know what kind of region 

this place is,” Ye Yuan asked coolly as he looked at everyone whose shock were incapable of increasing 

further. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1240: Four Great Elders Moving out Simultaneously! 

Ye Yuan asked everyone very amiably, but the other party was fearful as if they were facing a tiger. They 

were actually collectively scared until they fell back several steps. 

“You ... You ... Don’t come over!” 

Long Zhen was pissing his pants in fear. Ye Yuan really had a psychological shadow on him. 

The matters back then caused an indelible impression on him. 

Originally, he thought that he could already get over it. He did not expect that this devil appeared once 

more! 

This person was simply his nightmare. 
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Seeing these fellows’ expressions, Ye Yuan could not help being speechless. 

He was really very curious about whether or not this place was really the space behind the Dark Forest. 

It was just that these guys were clearly frightened by his strength. 

But he really did not have ill-intent! 

“Hey, you’re called Long Zhen, right? Can you tell me whether or not this place is the Dark Forest? Can 

one pass through to the Endless World from here?” Ye Yuan asked with a radiant smile. 

He took a step forward. Those guys were like startled rabbits, finally could not bear the psychological 

pressure, and escaped with their tails tucked between their legs. 

Seeing this scene, Ye Yuan could not help feeling helpless. 

“Come on, am I so scary? This young master hasn’t even made a move yet, alright?” Ye Yuan said 

speechlessly. 

White Light chortled with laughter and said, “These guys are really cowards, throwing away our Four 

Symbols Family Clans’ face.” 

Li-er smiled and said, “Big Brother Yuan, you didn’t attack, but they got badly frightened by your 

strength. The peak Tier 9 young patriarch could not even last past one move under your hands. How 

could they not be scared?” 

Ye Yuan said helplessly, “Looks like I can only use force.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan’s figure moved, vanishing from where he originally was. 

The young patriarch was currently fleeing speedily when suddenly, a surge of terrifying sword intent 

locked onto him. 

The young patriarch’s hairs stood on its ends. He seemed to have seen the death god currently 

beckoning to him. 

But unexpectedly, he was even more like a bird startled by the twang of a bowstring, wanting to escape. 

“Keep running and die!” 

Ye Yuan’s words seemingly came out from the underworld, shattering his fantasies. 

The young patriarch’s footsteps abruptly stopped. He discovered that a young man was currently 

looking at him coldly. 

As for the rest, Ye Yuan could not be bothered to care at all, allowing them to leave freely. 

In Ye Yuan’s view, the things that this young patriarch might know was a little more. 

... 

“H-H-Head ... Head Elder, things are bad!” 

When everyone returned to the clan, there was immediately hysteria, startling the entire clan. 



“Shouting and wrangling, where lies the sense of propriety! With this seat around, even the sky can’t 

fall!” Head Elder Long Yan said with an unhappy look. 

Hearing Head Elder’s steady-as-Mount Tai voice, everyone’s hearts settled down a little. 

“Head Elder, it’s really that things are bad! There ... There’s a human that broke into our Divine Beast 

Realm! Furthermore ... Furthermore ...” Talking to the back, Long Zhen became hesitant in speech. 

Long Yan’s expression also changed. Humans breaking into the Divine Beast Realm had not happened in 

god knows how many years. 

“Furthermore what, speak!” Long Yan said solemnly. 

“Furthermore, he captured Young Patriarch!” Long Zhen said hesitantly. 

The young patriarch was Long Yan’s grandson. 

Sure enough, the moment Long Yan heard, he could not help flying into a great rage. 

“What an arrogant human, trespassing my Divine Beast Realm, and even dared to detain my grandson, 

this is seeking death! Who’s the other party? Could it be that he barged in through the Lower Realms’ 

spatial channel?” Long Yan gnashed his teeth in hatred and said. 

Long Zhen shook his head and said, “N-No idea. But he came from the direction of the Peach Blossom 

Forest.” 

Long Yan’s eyes glared and he said in disbelief, “What? This is impossible! The Peach Blossom Forest was 

an array formation that Ancestor personally laid down. Unless it’s a Deity Realm powerhouse who came 

personally, otherwise, there’s absolutely no way to pass through!” 

Long Zhen said with a bitter smile, “Head Elder, I don’t know either! Maybe he barged in from the Lower 

Realms. It’s just, I don’t know how he walked to the Peach Blossom Forest that side. Mm, it should be 

like this. After all, he had once entered the Endless World’s God Prohibited Demon Region before.” 

Head Elder was stunned and said, “You know him?” 

Long Zhen nodded his head and briefly recounted the grudge with Ye Yuan. Only then did Head Elder 

come to a realization. 

“Humph! No matter who he is, to dare detain Chun-er, it’s a one way ticket to hell! Go, bring me to go 

see him!” Long Yan said. 

The moment Long Yan went out, three other figures came up to welcome. 

“Why are the three of you here too?” Long Yan said. 

In this Divine Beast Realm, the four great clans lived together. But each clan was managed separately. 

These three people in front were precisely the other three major races’ head elders. 

“We heard that there’s a human who broke into this place. Furthermore, his strength isn’t weak and 

even detained Long Chun, so we were planning to go take a look. We know that you want to go, so we 

came over together to find you,” the tiger clan’s head elder said. 



Long Yan did not hesitate either and said with a nod, “May as well, come on!” 

... 

Ye Yuan tried both hard and soft tactics and finally learned the information that he wanted from Long 

Chun’s mouth. 

It turned out that this place was actually really behind the Dark Forest! 

Back then, he and White Light had once investigated the peripherals of the Dark Forest before. But the 

undulation coming from the Dark Forest made them unable to cross at all. 

Therefore, the idea of wanting to come in and take a look was also grounded. 

He did not expect that after a time interval of many years, they actually used this sort of method and 

entered the Dark Forest. 

This place was actually another space. Furthermore, there even lived another group of Four Symbols 

Family Clans! 

What Ye Yuan did not expect even more was that not only was this place connected to the Lower 

Realms, it was even linked to the Divine Realm’s Godsfall Mountain Range. 

This Divine Beast Realm was simply too magical. 

Ye Yuan got to understand from Long Chun that the Divine Beast Realm did not just link to the Endless 

World, there were even quite a number of other small worlds. 

The demonic beasts inside the God Prohibited Demon Region were originally all living in the Divine Beast 

Realm. 

But following the propagation of the various races, the Divine Beast Realm could not accommodate so 

many clansmen anymore. 

Hence, the Divine Beast Realm’s demon race connected their space to the Lower Realms’ space with a 

great divine ability. They then banished some impure demon species to the Lower Realms’ God 

Prohibited Demon Region. 

Just like this, no idea how many years had passed, the outside world’s God Prohibited Demon Region 

had already completely forgotten that they had once originated from the Divine Beast Realm. 

Toward the trial-takers that came out from inside the Dark Forest, they held them in awe and 

veneration. 

Hence, it developed into this current situation. 

From Long Chun’s mouth, Ye Yuan even got to know that this Divine Beast Realm still had an extremely 

mysterious ancestor. 

Ye Yuan was very curious about this mysterious ancestor. It was just a pity that this ancestor, even Long 

Chun had not seen before either. 

So much so that he even doubted the ancestor’s existence. 



However, Long Chun said that this Peach Blossom Forest was personally set up by the ancestor, in order 

to cut off from the Godsfall Mountain Range. 

For so many years, no one had entered the Divine Beast Realm from the Godsfall Mountain Range 

before. 

Long Chun did not think that today, Ye Yuan actually passed through the Peach Blossom Forest and 

arrived here! 

As for this Divine Beast Realm’s origins, it was no longer possible to investigate. Even Long Chun, this 

young patriarch, had no way of knowing too. 

But Ye Yuan felt that the demon race of the Divine Beast Realm and the Divine Realm were most 

probably closely related! 

Hearing these contents, Ye Yuan and White Light were both deeply shocked. 

Both of them did not expect that the Divine Realm actually still had such a mysterious land. 

Looks like this Divine Beast Realm was also filled with secrets! 


